Petroleum and Petrochemical Bulletin

Warning on the Use of Pensky-Martens Closed Cup Flash Point Technique on Liquids that May Contain Traces of High Volatility Material

Please be advised that the flash point methods that use the Pensky-Martens Closed Cup technique, IP 34 (EN ISO 2719) and ASTM D93, are not recommended for use when determining the flash point of liquids that may contain traces of highly volatile material. The wording in the Scope of IP 34 is as follows:

“This International Standard is not applicable to water borne paints or liquids contaminated by traces of highly volatile material”

Use of the Pensky-Martens methods for determining the flash point of liquids containing traces of volatile material can lead to erratic results, due to inconsistent loss of light ends, and could result in an overstatement of the flash point value with implications for safety.

This issue has been brought to our attention following erratic results that have been obtained on fuel oils where unrefined crude oil has been used as a blending component. Crude oil and any product containing unrefined crude should be considered as likely to contain traces of highly volatile materials and not suitable for application of the Pensky-Martens method. Fuel oils resulting from solvent extraction (e.g. the ROSE process in the USA) or other secondary refining processes can also contain trace volatiles, particularly when they have not been stored for a sufficient period to allow these to evolve.

In such cases the Energy Institute recommends the use of an equilibrium method IP 523, IP 524, ISO 3679, ISO 3680, ASTM D3278, ASTM D3828.
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